Agenda for Solid Waste Committee 3/10/2021
5:30 via Zoom
Task of Committee-updated 1/13/21:
Vision for Future of Solid Waste & Recycling Programs.
a.
What services does the Town want?
b.
What is needed to offer these services?
c.
How can these services be offered?
d.
What is the cost to offer these services?
For example, if the Town wants to recycle cardboard, what are our options. 1 - Single
stream – what is needed for this and what is the estimate cost of this? 2 – Bale & Sell –
what is needed for this (equipment, storage space) and what is the estimate cost of this?
If it is determined that the Town wants to bale & sell cardboard, then we will need to add
those programing needs into our program and building design(s). The Committee
should be developing lists of desired services, along what is needed to offer that service
(space, equipment, staff time, etc) and estimated costs to do so.
These tasks do not involve locating the operations or costs of building/building
improvements.

Reminder: Freedom of Information Act, this is a very important statute! Per the Freedom of
Information Act, committees can NOT have conversations/discussions via email, phone, etc. All
committee discussions and decisions must be had and made at a public meeting. Any
conversations by more than 2 committee members outside of a public meeting is considered an
illegal meeting. Furthermore, all emails that you send as a committee member and/or regarding
committee business is considered public information and is part of the public record. Committee
members may use email to distribute information to all committee members and committee staff,
but any discussion of that information must take place at a public meeting.
All committee members must be included in Solid Waste Committee emails:
Members-Cathy Curtis, Susan Brown, Michael Smith, Pat McDonough, Tessa Kingsley,
Lisa Wesel, Susan Drucker, Bryan Benson
FOAA Training for all town boards & committees members held on Tuesday 11/10/20 at 5PM
“Until then, email should only be used to distribute information, there should be NO discussion
of that information via email. For agenda setting, I would suggest that you plan the agenda for
your next meeting at your meeting and have an other business agenda item if something comes
up.
As for meetings, the Town of Bowdoinham will be conducting public meetings via video
conferencing. This is in accordance with emergency legislation (PL 2019, c. 617) enacted by the
Maine legislature on March 17, 2020, which temporarily authorizes remote participation at
municipal board and committee meetings by board members and the public. “

Call to Order
Amendments to the Agenda

Approval of the Minutes from 2/25/21
Old Business
•Review any information from Select Board Meeting as it pertains to committee
and tasks
• Update on when Casella will present to committee
•Continue Survey Results Update
-Cathy on pro-barn/pro-other location
-Betsy/Susan on fees
•Review/Update recycling product information document
-cans-Betsy
-plastic-Cathy
-compost-Susan
-Mixed paper-Susie
-cardboard-Pat
•Update information other towns
-Determine what information we want to gather on programs in other
towns-further updates
-West Gardiner-Susie D,
-Dresden-Lisa
-Topsham- Bryan
-Richmond-Pat
-Susan B. China, ME
-David Berry-St. George
•Determine which financial information our committee needs to
gather-recommended by Michael Smith
Review where we are in answering these questions and those shared by Michael
between meetings-Bryan
A. A list of ALL the assets the town owns for recycling. I am sure there is a town asset
list, probably updated yearly. It will show what equipment the town owns. Bailers,
forklift, truck just to name a few.
B. What has been recycled, past and present. There should be 2 timeframes. One, as I
mentioned last evening July 1-June 30 (Fy18-19) and the other from a period when
recycling was booming. This should show, at a minimum, all types of recycling
(processed during that period individually), quantity, end cost to dispose (either rev or
expense), normal disposal method. Preferably each transaction, to allow an idea of how
often materials were transported. It just needs to be a complete year, similar to the other
dates for comparison. The more line items, the better.
C. Labor is the most expensive part of the process, when done in-house. Once there is
a list of products, the time associated to process into their “bundles”, is the next step.
Using cardboard as an example, how long does it take to bale a bundle? How much
does that bundle weight? How many bundles must you store for a “full load”? What

equipment is required to process in-house. This would need to be answered for each
type/form of recycling.
Updated Questions from Michael Smith:
I have removed all references to labor, although an important expense, it is really an hours of operation
rollup. If recycling is open, accepting these items will not significantly increase labor costs, unless there is
a requirement for more staff onsite to accept them. Is there?
Size of a building is a big determining factor on cost. I’m curious if these items could be stored vertically
on shelves (similar to Lowes) instead of on the floor. The ability to store vertically, will reduce size
requirements. Additionally, for safety, is there a separation requirement? What has to be stored
separately? I do know that some pesticides and fertilizers have to be stored away from each other.
What are the hazardous waste storage requirements? Could they be stored outside, under cover? Safety
equipment required?
Here are my specific questions to the waste collected, presently. Electronic Waste (computers, printers,
etc.)
-What are the 6 categories?
-Instead of storing full pallets until a specified load, are there other smaller quantity options? could reduce
the overall costs if it results in a smaller footprint.
-When were the last 5 shipments, and quantity and cost for each? Is there a charge for residents to
dispose, and fee?
Lightbulbs
-What are the sizes of the boxes?
-What is the quantity, per box? If varied, then a breakdown. What were the dates of the last 5 shipments?
-Instead of storing on pallets, could they be stored on shelves?
Paint:
-Is there a cost, shipping or disposing, the 3 boxes (100 cans each)?
-Where is it sent, company for disposal? When were the last 5 shipments and costs?
Even if more expensive,
-Is there a cost associated, with the non label paints, to ship and dispose? What are the dates of the last
5 shipments. Do residents pay a fee?
Batteries:
-What is the size of the box?
-What were the last 5 dates they were shipped? Is shipping free?
Tires:
-Could they be stored in a trailer, outside? In a 3 sided covered building outside?
-When were the last 5 times, BDS came to pick up the tires and cost for each pickup, if applicable?
-Household hazardous waste (cleaning solutions, and other toxic)
-What was the cost, weight and contents the last 5 times they were disposed?
-Where are they disposed?
-Is there a log of what is received and disposed?
Pesticides/insecticides/fertilizers and flammable liquids:
-What was the date, cost and contents of the last 5 disposals?
-Is there a log of all the contents in the cabinets? A log of what was received and disposed of?
-Why are we storing fertilizers, instead of using them on town spaces? It is easier and less costly to use
than dispose. We can discuss safety of using, at another time.

-discuss two person sub-committees to complete some of the work between
meetings

Chapters for report to town:
-Survey results
-Side by Side comparison of current program and program prior to Covid-19
including costs
-Glossary of terms (include single single-source, source separation)
-Requirements for each material-either in spreadsheet or profile paragraphs
-Describe three comparative Towns (Note Woolich and China almost opposite
programs
-Making sure report is accessible to as many readers as possible-not overly
dense
New Business
-David Berry’s Sagadahoc Recycling Proposal for the town
•Determine what other information the committee needs and how to gather that
information
Public Comments
Follow-up Items
Next Agenda and Meeting Date, time, place:
Adjournment
Planning document for work of Solid Waste Committee

DATE:

Work to be accomplished

11/12/20√

Draft Survey, create subcommittees

11/25/20√

Draft Survey, Identify information to gather on
other town programs

12/9/20√

Final Survey ready for Town Newsletter

12/23/20√

No Meeting-well deserved break

1/6/21√

Survey distributed to town/Electronic Survey
available/Continued research of different
programs, Eco maine Presentation

1/13/21√

Input Survey results Review task, define
what research needs to be done

1/27/21√

Status of researching items and cost to

recycle, create format to share information
2/10/21√

Review survey results, continue information
gathering

2/24/21

Information gathering/organizing

3/10/21

Continued information gathering/synthesis

3/24/21
4/7/21
4/21/21

